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Abstract Advances in the use of noninvasive neuroimaging
to study the neural correlates of pathological and nonpathological anxiety have shone new light on the underlying
neural bases for both the development and manifestation of
anxiety. This review summarizes the most commonly observed neural substrates of the phenotype of anxiety. We focus
on the neuroimaging paradigms that have shown promise in
exposing this relevant brain circuitry. In this way, we offer a
broad overview of how anxiety is studied in the neuroimaging
laboratory and the key findings that offer promise for future
research and a clearer understanding of anxiety.
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Introduction
Anxiety disorders remain the most prevalent of all psychiatric
disorders comprising 18 % of all diagnoses in the USA (across
a 12-month period; [1, 2]). This high prevalence, along with
the associated costs of health care utilization, lost productivity,
and lower health-related quality of life [3], highlights the importance of enhancing an overall understanding of how these
disorders manifest. Anxiety disorder research has localized
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and highlighted neural correlates consistent across affected
individuals, determined how these can be targeted by various
treatments, and ascertained the extent to which these predict
the efficacy of a given treatment prior to its initiation. Indeed,
noninvasive techniques, such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), continue to offer promise as a means
to advance the neurobiological models of these disorders and
identify the neural responses associated with symptoms of
anxiety, to inform targeted pharmacological interventions,
and to aid in the diagnosis or prediction of treatment responses
[4, 5, 6•]. Further, these techniques may assist in the development of more personalized treatment options that take into
account a given individual’s likelihood of benefiting from
one treatment strategy over another.
Anxiety disorders are a class of psychiatric disorders characterized by features of excessive fear and anxiety as well as
behavioral disturbances [7]. In essence, anxiety can best be
conceptualized as a sustained psychological state comprising
the anticipation of a future threat, while fear is best thought of
as the transient emotional reaction to specific stimuli or events
[7, 8]. Even though anxiety and fear are normal states that can
actually serve adaptive functions, disorders may develop
when the symptoms of anxiety become disruptive and impair
an individual’s functioning [9]. As an example, it is adaptive
to respond with fear to a threatening stimulus like a snake,
however, that response would no longer be adaptive once
realizing the snake is safely behind Plexiglass at the zoo [10].
The anxiety disorders differ in the types of external events
or internal concerns that induce the behavioral and neural
responses associated with each specific disorder [7]. Given
the similarities across the disorders in terms of the induced
anxiety reaction, this review will focus more broadly on anxiety disorders in general and not on differences between the
various subtypes. In addition, although posttraumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) is no longer listed under BAnxiety Disorders^
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in DSM-5, this review will also discuss findings from research on
PTSD as it involves many of the same regions and networks
associated with other DSM-IV and DSM-5 anxiety disorders.
Our purpose here is to offer a detailed account of the neural
circuitry and major regions involved in the behavioral and cognitive manifestations of fear and anxiety, on both a clinical and
nonclinical level.
The use of neuroimaging techniques, such as fMRI, to
examine the neural underpinnings of anxiety disorders serves
as a means to not only understand the neurocircuitry involved
but also aid in the diagnosis and treatment of these disorders
[5, 6•, 11•]. The neuroimaging findings reviewed here offer
information about both structural and functional neural differences in anxiety. We will focus on neuroimaging studies that
use stimuli comprising emotionally expressive faces, social
threat and evaluation, and negative images to induce emotional responses in anxious subjects as well as Bresting state^
paradigms that capture neural differences in baseline functioning. Following a discussion of these paradigms, we will discuss findings consistent across studies that implicate distinct
regions in the manifestation of anxiety disorders. Specifically,
we will focus on the amygdala, the prefrontal cortex (especially the medial prefrontal cortex [mPFC] and anterior cingulate
cortex [ACC]), and the insula. Although other brain regions
are implicated in the behavioral and neural presentation of
anxiety disorders, this review will focus discussion on these
consistently and robustly activated regions. Finally, we will
offer a summary of these findings and what they may mean for
future research into the diagnosis and treatment of anxiety
disorders.

Paradigms
Many fMRI studies assessing the differences in neural
responding as a function of anxiety level or diagnosis present
individuals with faces of various emotional expressions. This
technique is largely based on findings that faces themselves
serve as biologically relevant and predictive stimuli that consistently activate neural regions thought to be involved in fear
and anxiety, most notably the amygdala [10, 12, 13]. Because
facial expressions (e.g., fearful) can be both negative and ambiguous [10, 13], they inherently allow for the observer to
draw inferences as to the message being conveyed by the face.
In essence, negative facial expressions effectively trigger an
Bas if^ emotional state, in terms of cognitive and physiological
responding, in the observer.
Masked presentations of facial expressions, in which an
emotionally salient face is presented briefly and immediately
followed by a non-expressive face, allow for these stimuli to
be shown to the observer without their explicit knowledge of
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having seen them. Further, these paradigms activate the same
regions involved in fear and anxiety and may minimize the
likelihood of top-down regulation of implicitly driven emotional responses [9, 14, 15]. Because negative facial expressions can also predict the presence or future appearance of a
threat, they may also trigger another core component of anxiety disorders, i.e., the anticipation of later threats. Thus, the
use of negative facial expressions, such as fear, builds upon
findings pointing to the importance of the amygdala in aversive conditioning [16–18] with the idea that these faces, in and
of themselves, are usefully thought of as conditioned stimuli
(CSs) [10].
Indeed, the amygdala and prefrontal cortex (PFC) are critically implicated in classical conditioning and extinction [18,
19•], a process that may be aberrant in anxiety disorders. Early
rodent work (discussed in more detail later) has demonstrated
the extent to which the amygdala and PFC are involved in the
acquisition, extinction, and recall of extinction of conditioned
fear responses [20, 21], findings that have been observed in
humans with similar results [22]. These classical fearconditioning studies involve the pairing of previously neutral
stimuli (CS) with aversive stimuli (UCS) such that during fear
acquisition, the acquired response, be it neural or physiological, to the CS (now called the CR) approximates the response
to the UCS (UCR) [23]. Extinction occurs when the CR is no
longer observed to the CS because the UCS is no longer presented with the CS [19•, 23, 24]. Interestingly, spontaneous
recovery of the previously extinguished response can occur
when time elapses after extinction [23]. Recent work suggests
that the extent of this recovery is positively correlated with an
individual’s self-reported level of intolerance of uncertainty
[25•] and highlights the extent to which individual differences
in self-reported measures can contribute to fear learning and
memory.
Human functional neuroimaging allows for a measure of
responses in regions thought to be involved in the acquisition
and extinction of responses to CSs that predict aversive noises
[26], images [27], or shocks [22]. Since anxiety disorders
involve both transient reactions to and sustained psychological anticipation of threat, studies of aversive conditioning
and extinction allow for direct assessment of the underlying
neural correlates of these two main components of the
disorder.
Other methods seek to assess differences in neural functioning that manifest when participants are not engaged in
instructed tasks. This work focuses on the functioning of the
brain’s default network—a specific system engaged preferentially when individuals are not focused on the external environment or any explicit tasks [28]. Of particular interest is the
finding that some of the same regions that comprise this default mode network are also engaged in processing self-
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related, compared to other-related, character traits [29]. Being
that generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) involves excessive
worry about various domains outside of the individual’s control [7], it is useful to consider how the regions and networks
involved in self-focus and self-awareness can lead to the onset
and exacerbation of anxiety disorders and their symptoms.
Although this is certainly a modest overview of the number
of paradigms employed to study anxiety disorders, it serves as
a starting point for this review and offers a considerable representation of paradigms utilized by numerous research studies in this domain.

Brain Regions Implicated in Anxiety
Amygdala
The amygdala is a critical component of the neural circuitry
involved in the detection of biologically relevant cues [5, 12,
30], aversive conditioning [16–18], and the acquisition and
expression of aversive memories [31]. Broadly, the amygdala
can be thought of as being made up of two subdivisions, the
centrocorticomedial and basolateral divisions, with approximately 12 distinct nuclear divisions in total [32]. Work from
nonhuman primates shows that this region also has widespread connectivity with a variety of subcortical and cortical
regions [33]. The human literature has also shed light on the
extensive connectivity of the amygdala. Although the detailed
neurocircuitry of the amygdala is beyond the scope of this
review ([32, 33] for a more comprehensive description), it is
critical to keep in mind that the etiology of anxiety disorders
implicates not only the amygdala but also reciprocally connected brain regions. Indeed, the function of these circuits will
be as critical to the understanding anxiety as the function of
any one given neural region.
The amygdala responds robustly to a number of experimental stimuli including fearful faces [10, 13, 14], aversive images [27], and cues that predict aversive outcomes
such as shocks [22, 26]. Given the number of stimuli to
which the amygdala activates, it is possible to design various paradigms all aimed at targeting this critical structure
[16–18].
Amygdala and the Anxiety Disorders Amygdala
hyperresponsivity is one of the more consistent findings
across studies of the anxiety disorders [34•]. Hariri and colleagues [35] found that amygdala reactivity to environmental
threat is modulated by a regulatory variant (5-HTTLPR) in the
human serotonin transporter gene. Specifically, their work
shows that hyperreactivity in the amygdala is short allele driven [35]. Additional work by Furmark and colleagues [36]
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found that heightened amygdala responsivity to social provocation was modulated by one or two short alleles in the promoter region of the human serotonin transport system.
Furthermore, individuals homozygous for the short allele appear to engage neural systems that enhance fear and arousal to
a greater degree than those carrying the long allele in response
to an acute laboratory stressor [37•]. Together, these findings
offer a genetic basis for variations in amygdala responding
and argue that amygdala excitability can serve as an
endophenotype for the analysis of neuropsychiatric disorders
[36].
Many studies aimed at understanding the neural correlates
of social anxiety disorder (SAD) or generalized social anxiety
disorder (gSAD) have incorporated emotionally salient images of a social nature. These include negative and threatening
facial expressions, which activate the amygdala in SAD [38]
and in generalized social phobia [39] as well as other images
imbued with a social context. For instance, when presented
with negative images from the International Affective Picture
System (IAPS) [40], individuals with gSAD displayed heightened bilateral amygdala activity compared to controls, and the
extent of this activation was associated with the severity of the
disorder [41]. Using images of fearful faces, Blair and colleagues [42] found elevated amygdala responsivity in individuals with generalized social phobia. Additionally, increased
right amygdala activation was also observed in patients with
SAD in response to angry, compared to neutral, schematic
facial expressions [43]. Taken together, these studies highlight
the consistency of a heightened amygdala response to social
stimuli in anxiety disorders in which socially relevant stimuli
trigger the symptom response profile.
Exaggerated amygdala activity in response to the anticipation of giving a speech, a type of social evaluative threat, has
also been found in patients with generalized social phobia
[44]. In addition, amygdala activation was exaggerated in response to spider pictures in subjects with spider phobia [45].
Though this argues for a domain specific response in certain
phobias, these same spider-phobic patients also expressed
greater amygdala activation to general fear and disgustinducing photos suggesting a more general response to
disgust-inducing stimuli [45].
In a group of patients with acute PTSD, the amygdala response to masked fearful faces, compared to masked happy
faces, positively correlated with symptom severity [46].
Studies of subjects with generalized anxiety disorder (GAD)
report similar findings of exaggerated amygdala responsivity.
Whalen and colleagues [5], for example, found that the extent
of amygdala reactivity to fearful faces observed in a patient
group before starting venlafaxine treatment, predicted the
magnitude of a treatment response (reduction in HAM-A
scores) following 8 weeks of treatment. Specifically, greater
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amygdala activation coupled with decreased activation in rostral ACC (rACC) prior to treatment predicted a poorer treatment response. This study also highlights the delicate interplay between the amygdala and prefrontal regions in anxiety
disorders, a point that we will discuss in more detail later.
Amygdala and Developmental Anxiety Disorders Amygdala
findings in anxiety disorders, including SAD, are also present
in youth and adolescent subjects. Indeed, most adult anxiety
disorders tend to be preceded by adolescent disorders [47]. As
is true of the findings discussed thus far, anxiety disorders in
adolescence are also characterized by heightened amygdala
reactivity to threat cues, e.g., fearful faces [47]. Similar findings were also observed in youth with GAD when exposed to
masked angry faces. Specifically, Monk and colleagues [48]
found greater right amygdala activation that also positively
correlated with disorder severity. Of note, initial enhanced
amygdala activity may be a typical and important characteristic of normal adolescent development, helping individuals
learn the emotional and social significance of objects in their
environment; however, failure of this response to subside over
time when it is no longer warranted may be indicative of
psychopathology [49, 50•].
Amygdala and Non-pathological Anxiety Subjects who report higher levels of trait anxiety also show heightened amygdala activation to emotional faces [11•, 51]. Presentions of
masked fearful faces also produced activity in the amygdala,
specifically the basolateral amygdala, which was predicted by
individual differences in trait anxiety levels [52]. Work by
Bishop and colleagues [53] shows that subjects with higher
levels of state anxiety show a heightened amygdala response
to fearful, compared to neutral faces, even when they are
instructed not to attend to presented face stimuli. Using a
classical fear-conditioning paradigm, Barrett and Armony
[26] found that individuals with higher anxiety-related traits
displayed not only a more resistant response during extinction,
but also that this was accompanied by a hyperresponsive
amygdala. These studies highlight the extent to which normal
variations in self-reported anxiety levels can offer insight into
how the systems implicated in the manifestation of anxiety
disorders vary and leave some individuals susceptible to disorder development.
Prefrontal-Amygdala Connectivity
Nonhuman primate anatomy has shown that, in addition to its
many subcortical connections, the amygdala is reciprocally
connected with the frontal, insular, cingulate, and temporal
cortices [33]. Interestingly, the projections to the cortex are
heavier than the return projections [33, 54]. Work examining
fear extinction recall in rats found that lesions of the
infralimbic cortex did not prevent the acquisition of extinction
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learning, but rather, impaired later recall of that extinction
learning [20]. Further, neurons in the infralimbic cortex were
found to fire only when rats effectively recalled their extinction training on the following day [24]. These findings are
relevant for patients with PTSD who hypercondition to traumatic events and sensory cues and show deficits in fear extinction [19•, 55, 56]. Furthermore, in patients with PTSD,
failure to recall extinction learning was associated with
hypoactivation in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex
(vmPFC) [57]. These data are consistent with studies of subjects with PTSD who show reduced activation of vmPFC
during script-driven imagery recall [58], recollection of personal trauma [59], and when presented with fearful faces [60].
Taken together, these data led Milad and Quirk [19•] to
suggest that this vmPFC region might be a human homolog
of rodent infralimbic cortex. Supporting this assertion, use of a
two-day protocol to examine extinction recall in humans [22]
found that activation of the vmPFC increased during extinction recall in healthy participants. Clearly, the vmPFC is
strongly implicated in the consolidation, retention, and expression of extinction memories [61].
Though it is difficult to directly examine the connectivity
between PFC and amygdala in humans [8, 19•], it has been
suggested that the PFC exerts Btop-down^ control over the
amygdala to attenuate a fear response that is no longer valid
(i.e., the threat is no longer present or does not actually pose
any danger to the viewer) [4]. Although there is evidence to
suggest that subregions of the vmPFC function differentially
[62], various studies offer strong support that the PFC plays a
critical role in the regulation of the initial call to alarm triggered by the amygdala in response to any possible threat.
Further, differences within the PFC can contribute to variations in anxiety levels in both clinical and nonclinical
populations.
In youth with GAD, who showed increased right amygdala
activation to masked angry faces, weaker negative coupling
between the right amygdala and right ventrolateral PFC
(vlPFC) was observed compared to controls in response to
the angry faces [48]. Here, the heightened amygdala response
without the increase in vlPFC activation, which likely serves
as a compensatory mechanism to regulate the amygdala’s response, appears to be a key feature of GAD in youth [48]. In
adults with GAD, resting-state data suggest an abnormally
coupled network comprised of the amygdala and dorsolateral
PFC (dlPFC) with stronger connectivity appearing in the least
anxious of these patients [63]. The connectivity between
lPFC, vmPFC, and the basolateral amygdala consequently
may be important for emotion regulation [63].
Using a resting-state paradigm to study whole-brain functional connectivity, Ding and colleagues [64] found aberrant
connectivity in patients with SAD. Particularly, weaker negative correlations between the frontal lobe, mainly involving
the right mPFC and occipital lobe, were positively correlated
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with symptom severity [64]. Another resting-state study of
participants with SAD found altered neural activity in bilateral
angular gyrus as well as left mPFC [65]. These perturbations
follow the consistent findings of decreased activity in both
ACC and PFC in patients with SAD, which may represent a
decreased ability for cognitive processing [66].
Using structural scans to examine gray matter volumes in
the brain, Schienle and colleagues [67] found a positive correlation between volumes of dorsomedial PFC (dmPFC) and
ACC and self-reports of symptom severity in patients with
GAD. Patients in their study also displayed greater gray matter
volumes in bilateral amygdala. Of note, dmPFC has previously been implicated in both worry states and anticipatory anxiety, offering a possible mechanism for some of the behavioral
manifestations in GAD [67]. Also in patients with GAD, increased lateral frontal responses to angry faces were related to
self-reported anxieties [42]. This study argues that this frontal
pathology may be more important in the behavioral manifestation of GAD and that any amygdala dysfunction in this
disorder may represent broader amygdala-frontal circuitry disruptions [42]. In other work, elevated resting-state activity in
the vlPFC has been interpreted as a compensatory response
rather than a cause of GAD itself [66]. Patients with GAD also
show elevated activity in the ACC, and dmPFC when worry
was triggered by mood inducing sentences [68]. This activation persisted in later resting-state scans and was positively
correlated with symptom severity [68]. Paulus [11•] suggests
that the GAD phenotype involves an altered top-down modulation of anxiety circuitry wherein the prefrontal cognitive
control system attempts to downregulate limbic structures
through cognitive activity, i.e., the worrying seen in GAD.
Indeed, psychotherapeutic treatments for patient with anxiety disorders generally lead to an increase in prefrontal activity and decreased activity in the amygdala wherein, if the
treatments are successful, activity in the fear network more
closely resembles healthy subjects [69]. For treatment responders, cognitive-behavioral therapy in particular appears
to modify the neural circuits involved in emotion regulation
and fear extinction, specifically reducing the dysfunction in
the PFC [70].
Prefrontal-Amygdala Connectivity and Non-pathological
Anxiety Findings highlighting the extent to which prefrontal
regions are engaged when participants are asked to reappraise
the meaning or context of emotionally evocative images [71]
put forth the argument that the ability to regulate emotional
responses may preferentially involve cognitive control regions
such as PFC, orbito-frontal cortex (OFC), and cingulate control systems [72]. Indeed, the pattern of activation by which
vmPFC is activated and amygdala activity is attenuated during
emotion regulation is similar to the pattern of activation observed in rats during fear extinction recall [73]. Consequently,
the extent to which an individual is able to engage these
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regions to attenuate their emotional responses appears to be
a compensatory mechanism through which anxiety symptoms
are mitigated [63]. Imbalanced activity in this network has
also been observed in child and adolescent mood and anxiety
disorders where increased responses in the vmPFC that are
inversely correlated with amygdala responding predict fear
extinction, attenuation of autonomic responses, and more positive interpretations of ambiguous stimuli [50•].
Resting-state work examining the functional connectivity
between amygdala and regions of mPFC shows that individuals with higher levels of self-reported anxiety do not display
the positive correlation between amygdala and ventral mPFC
observed at rest in low-anxious subjects (vmPFC; [74•]). We
interpret this finding to mean that a positive correlation between amygdala and vmPFC is a healthy functional relationship where these two brain structures are Bon the same page^
and in this way can communicate more adaptively in reaction
to an emotional stressor, whereas if these two brain areas show
uncorrelated activity at rest, perhaps amygdala reactions to
emotional challenges are not as easily regulated by the prefrontal cortex. Indeed, Milad and colleagues [75] showed that
amygdala and vmPFC activity at rest predicted activity in the
other structure (respectively) during extinction training. These
functional data fit nicely with previous structural diffusion
tensor imaging (DTI) data showing that a stronger white matter connection between the amygdala and PFC predicts lower
trait anxiety levels [76].
Using a letter-search task, Bishop [77] showed that individuals with high trait anxiety had reduced prefrontal activity
when the task did not fully occupy attention, i.e., a low cognitive load condition. More specifically, the observed deficit
in the recruitment of dlPFC in this study may represent a
processing style that makes these individuals vulnerable to
anxiety, perhaps through difficulties disengaging from taskirrelevant stimuli when attention is not fully captured by current tasks [77].
Although the majority of this section focused on the contributions of medial and lateral PFC to anxiety disorders, the
remainder of this discussion on prefrontal contributions will
concentrate on the role of anterior cingulate cortex (ACC).
The functions of the ACC in emotion and anxiety have been
summarized in terms of conflict resolution during the processing of emotional content [78, 79]. As mentioned in the section
on the amygdala, Whalen and colleagues [5] found that responses in the amygdala and rACC to fearful faces correlated
with reductions in anxiety severity in GAD patients.
Specifically, increased rACC and decreased amygdala before
treatment predicted better outcomes with venlafaxine [5].
Similar results were observed when participants with GAD
were exposed to anticipatory cues signaling neutral or aversive scenes. Here, responses in the pregenual ACC (pgACC)
predicted treatment success following venlafaxine treatment
[80]. Specifically, increased activity in pgACC prior to
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treatment correlated with a greater decrease in self-reported
anxiety symptoms [80]. Taken together, these studies suggest
that ACC activity may be useful for the differentiation of
patients with GAD who may or may not respond to certain
pharmacological treatments [81]. Using a version of the
Stroop conflict task, Etkin and colleagues [82] demonstrated
that activity in rACC was associated with the resolution of
emotional conflict and offers that the rACC seems to inhibit
amygdala responding to resolve this conflict. Consequently,
this offers support to the idea that the extent of rACC activity
may serve as an informative marker for an individual’s ability
to respond effectively to certain anxiety treatments.
Volumetric analyses also show neural differences in ACC
in individuals with GAD. Specifically, self-reports of symptom severity in GAD patients were positively correlated with
ACC volume [67]. Other work demonstrates a reduction in
ACC volume in anxiety disorders without a correlation with
symptom severity [83]. However, this latter study included
patients with panic disorder, SAD, and GAD, which could
contribute to the inconsistent findings. In recently diagnosed
patients with PTSD, rACC volume, similar to functional findings in GAD, predicted cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT)
response with greater volumes yielding a better treatment response [66]. Other work notes a reduction in ACC volume and
activation with the reexperiencing of trauma in PTSD [1].
In terms of treatment, the ACC appears to be one of the
main target structures that normalizes following successful
CBT; however, different subregions of the ACC appear to be
differentially affected as a function of disorder type [69]. For
example, results from diffusion tensor imaging studies examining functional anisotropy values in GAD and PTSD patients
found lower values in right anterior cingulate gyrus in PTSD
compared to GAD [84], which suggests that different disorders do not act homogeneously on all affected structures.
Furthermore, hypoactivation in both dorsal and rostral regions
of ACC has been found in PTSD [85].
The ACC has also been implicated in the manifestation of
specific phobia where processing of phobic threats is associated with increased ACC activation [70]. This response was
attenuated, as were phobic symptoms, following successful
CBT [70]. Panic patients also displayed decreased activation
in the left ventral ACC following successful CBT [70].
Patients with general social phobia and GAD show difficulties
engaging dorsal ACC (dACC) during tasks requiring them to
reappraise emotionally evocative images [86]. Although these
results conflict with other findings of enhanced ACC activation, the authors note that this deactivation may reflect a reduced capacity to engage these regions as a function of task
demands, i.e., reappraise the meaning of emotionally salient
images [86].
Patients with social phobia show a significant increase in
rACC activity when viewing disgust faces [78]. Patients with
generalized social phobia show reduced activity in prefrontal
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regions (such as dACC) during anticipation of giving a speech
[44]. These studies highlight the ways in which these subregions of ACC respond to disorder specific tasks. In patients
with gSAD, ACC activation was reduced, compared to controls, when the task required a shift of attention away from
emotional faces, a finding which may indicate difficulty
disengaging from emotionally salient faces [87•].
As is true of other regions of PFC, activation in ACC
shows a differential response pattern as a function of
anxiety-relevant traits. Specifically, using a classic fearconditioning paradigm, Barrett and Armony [26] found
heightened ACC activation to extinction compared to
acquisition trials and that those with higher trait anxiety
displayed a greater differential response between extinction and acquisition in the ACC. Given their amygdala
findings (discussed above), the authors conclude that this
activity may reflect a compensatory mechanism in the high
trait anxious group by which the amygdala activity is
attenuated [26].
Insula
In addition to the amygdala and PFC, the insula is a consistently implicated region in the etiology of anxiety disorders
[1]. This region, activated during the anticipation of uncertain,
aversive events [27], has also been separately found to correlate with subjective ratings of uncertainty [1, 88].
Anatomically speaking, as was true with the amygdala and
PFC, the insula too has been found to maintain connections
with both the amygdala and prefrontal regions [11•, 33, 89].
The insula also appears to contribute, through connections
with other regions like the hypothalamus, to the regulation
of activity in the autonomic nervous system [85]. Engel and
colleagues [89] note that the insular cortices are involved in
anxiety disorders by initiating and maintaining inputs modulating prefrontal and limbic structures. Further, it has been
argued that the insula functions in awareness, the ability to
maintain a sense of self, interoception, and subjective feelings
states [11•, 90].
Insula and the Anxiety Disorders In gSAD, the insula
shows a hyperactive response pattern to probes of social
threat, and the extent of this activation correlates with levels
of trait anxiety [41]. Enhanced insula activation was also observed when patients with gSAD attended to emotional faces
[87•]. During an emotional word-encoding task, patients with
anxiety disorders showed increased insula activation to negative words [91]. Indeed, insula activity during negative emotion processing seems to be a consistent finding [85]. In a
resting-state study of patients with SAD, insula again showed
a hyperactive response pattern [92]. Even in healthy subjects,
heightened insula activation is associated with heightened
levels of trait anxiety [89].
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Insula and Non-pathological Anxiety In a healthy subject
sample, Critchley and colleagues [93] found insula activation
modulated by perceptual awareness of a threat stimulus. By
pairing masked and unmasked faces with the delivery of an
aversive tone, the authors showed a difference between amygdala activation, which responded to masked and unmasked
faces, and insula activation, which was observed as a function
of awareness of the threat stimuli, i.e., the unmasked condition
only [93]. In another non-patient sample presented with ambiguously affective faces, insula activation has also been
shown to correlate with individual levels of intolerance of
uncertainty, i.e., the affective response to situations where outcomes are uncertain [88]. Insula activation to emotional faces
was also heightened in a group of individuals with higher
levels of trait anxiety [51].
Paulus [11•] argues that the relationship between the amygdala, mPFC, and insula involves the recognition, anticipation,
and representation of self-relevant emotions. Given the role of
the insula in subjective awareness and conditions of uncertainty, the aberrant functioning of this system in anxiety may lead
to an over prediction of aversive outcomes by the insula or a
system whereby the heightened arousal in the amygdala
causes stimuli to be inaccurately categorized by the insula
[11•]. What is clear is that although most of the literature on
anxiety disorders seems to target limbic and prefrontal regions, Engel and colleagues’ [89] argument that the insula,
with its role in the perception of body states, warrants more
attention is certainly valid.
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the role of these regions within the broader circuit. Paulus
[11•] nicely encapsulates this point by addressing how different anxiety phenotypes can be the result of hyperactive
bottom-up processes or hypoactive top-down processes.
Consequently, although the neural and behavioral signatures
of these disorders may be similar, the target of treatment, and
even the type of treatment chosen, will be very different. As
neuroimaging continues to advance and fine-tune its methods,
it will be important to continue to assess the relationship between the interplay of these regions and anxiety symptoms,
both normal and pathological.
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